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Background: Quinoa consumption has created a challenge for producers and 
food processors. They need to study new cultivars and the functional properties 
of quinoa flours.

Methods: The structural and rheological properties of six quinoa cultivars 
(Titicaca, Blanca real, Soracá, Pasankalla, Puno and Nariño) grown at different 
altitudes were studied using Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and 
dynamic oscillatory tests. The FTIR spectra revealed differences in the protein and 
starch structures among the cultivars, which could be related to their adaptation 
to different environmental conditions. The rheological analysis showed that the 
quinoa gels exhibited viscoelastic behavior, with a predominance of the elastic 
component (G’) over the viscous component (G”). The linear viscoelasticity range 
was determined by applying a strain sweep test (0.001–100%) at a constant 
frequency of 5  Hz. The frequency sweep test (0.01–100  Hz) at a constant strain 
amplitude of 0.1% within the linear regime was used to obtain the storage modulus 
(G’), the loss modulus (G”) and the complex viscosity (η*).

Results: The Burgers model was fitted to the experimental data, and the four 
parameters (η1, η2, R1, and R2) were obtained for each cultivar. The results showed 
that the cultivar., the altitude and their interaction had significant effects on the 
rheological properties of the quinoa gels. The cultivars grown at higher altitudes 
tended to have higher G’, G”, and η* values than those grown at lower altitudes, 
indicating a stronger gel network. The cultivars also differed in their relaxation 
times, with Titicaca and Blanca real having the shortest and longest times, 
respectively. These differences could be attributed to the variations in the protein 
and starch structures of the quinoa flours, as well as the water absorption and 
gelation properties of the cultivars.

Conclusion: The viscoelastic behavior of gels is influenced by the structural 
conformation of their components, such as proteins and starch. These components 
provide stiffness and elasticity to the gels. The structural conformation can change 
depending on the environmental conditions and the phenotypic characteristics 
of the components.
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1. Introduction

Pseudocereals are a group of plants that produce seeds that 
resemble cereals but are not botanically related to them. They have 
several advantages over traditional cereals, such as higher protein and 
mineral content, gluten-free, and lower glycemic index. One of the 
most remarkable features of pseudocereals is their ability to adapt to 
different ecological conditions, such as different gradients of altitude, 
luminosity, salinity, and soil pH. This facilitates the production of the 
crop to different climatic regions (Huang et  al., 2021) to produce 
grains with an industrial potential in food processing (Rodríguez-
Gómez et al., 2021). Over time, many countries have tried to develop 
varieties, sharing and exchanging germplasm to improve distribution 
in the production of these grains. In Colombia, quinoa is a versatile 
crop that is adapting to different climates and soils. The most common 
cultivars are Blanca Real, Soraca, Pasankalla and Puno, among others. 
These cultivars have different traits, such as seed size and color, type 
of inflorescence, duration of the production cycle and nutritional 
value. In addition, these cultivars have shown high tolerance to 
drought and salinity, which makes them suitable for use in food 
security strategies (García-Parra et al., 2022a).

Grains have different nutritional qualities depending on the biotic 
and abiotic factors that affect their growth. Protein content, mineral 
composition, and antioxidant activity are some of the grain nutritional 
characteristics that can be influenced by external conditions (Miranda 
et al., 2013; Lesjak and Calderini, 2017). Quinoa and amaranth are 
grains with an excellent amino acid profile and high antioxidant 
potential, which increases their nutraceutical value (García-Parra 
et al., 2021). They are promising ingredients for novel foods with 
health benefits. Their proteins and starches can be  modified by 
physical milling methods, which makes their flours suitable for the 
preparation of functional foods (Roa-Acosta et al., 2017, 2020). At an 
industrial level, its flours have been successfully used in the 
formulation of snacks and pasta (Muñoz-Pabon et  al., 2022; 
Roa-Acosta et al., 2022), as well as in the non-food sector (Contreras-
Jiménez et al., 2019; Felix et al., 2021). However, there is still a need to 
explore the potential applications of these grains in other food 
matrices, such as bakery products, dairy products, beverages, and 
meat products, as well as to evaluate their sensory acceptability and 
consumer preferences.

The rheological properties of quinoa flour-based dispersions are 
influenced by several factors, such as the cultivar., the altitude, the 
water content, and the temperature. Recently, García-Parra et  al. 
(2022a) studied the consistency and fluidity of different quinoa flour-
based dispersions from Blanca real, Pasankalla, Puno, Soracá and 
Titicaca cultivars. The researchers found significant differences in 
these rheological parameters. These differences were associated with 
the altitudinal gradient where the seeds were produced, as well as the 
variability of the cultivars. Therefore, studying the rheological 
properties is of great interest to expand the limits of its applicability, 
since viscoelasticity, that is, the storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus 
(G”) correlate with the yield and quality of the flour. However, 
measuring these properties can be complex and time-consuming. 
Therefore, mathematical models must be  applied that allow us to 
obtain summary information in the form of parameters or constants, 
which can then be correlated with texture attributes and quality of 
final products. In this sense, there are models such as Burgers, used to 
describe the creep-recovery response of viscoelastic materials (Sun 

et al., 2020) as for example doughs in the bakery industry. This model 
consists of four elements: a spring and a dashpot in series (Maxwell 
element), and another spring and dashpot in parallel (Kelvin-Voigt 
element). The Burgers model can capture both the elastic and viscous 
behavior of materials under constant stress or strain. On the other 
hand, there is the potency model, where (S) is the gel force and (n) the 
exponent that helps predict the behavior of the gel (García-Salcedo 
et al., 2018). These last two parameters are used to predict the stability 
of dispersions over time. The potency model assumes that the gel 
strength is proportional to the concentration of the dispersed phase 
raised to a power (n). The objective of the study was to determine the 
viscoelastic behavior of gels obtained from cultivars to expand their 
potential use in tech-functional foods. The gels were prepared from 
different types of flours and their rheological properties were 
measured using a rheometer. The results showed that the Burgers and 
potency models fitted well to the experimental data and that the gels 
exhibited different degrees of elasticity and viscosity depending on the 
flour type and concentration. The study also revealed that some gels 
had high gel force and low exponent values, indicating a strong and 
stable network structure suitable for tech-functional foods.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Grains of five quinoa cultivars were obtained from municipalities 
of Oicatá, Ventaquemada, and Tuta in the Department of Boyacá-
Colombia. The cultivars were Titicaca, Blanca real, Soracá, Pasankalla, 
and Puno. Pasankalla had a dark brown phenotype, while the others 
had a white phenotype. The plants were grown in high-density plots. 
A random sample of 30 kg of each cultivar was collected for analysis 
(García-Parra et al., 2022a,b,c).

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Approximate chemical composition
The Kjeldahl method (AOAC 2005, 960.52) and conversion factor 

of 6.25 was used to measure the total raw protein from the seeds. Fat 
content was determined by the method (AOAC 2005, 922.06) using 
Soxhlet (Soxtec 2050). Finally, the total carbohydrates were calculated 
by the difference (i.e., protein + ash + fat + moisture −100) (García-
Parra et al., 2022a).

2.2.2. IR spectroscopy
The IR spectrum in reflection mode was measured using 

IRAFFINITY-1S (Shimadzu Corp., Japan) in the range of 400 cm−1 to 
4,000 cm−1. The number of scans was 32 at a resolution of 4 cm−1 and 
a temperature of 25°C. A blank background spectrum was taken for 
each cultivar prior to the measurements (Garcia-Parra et al., 2022b). 
The spectra were processed with OriginPro, version 7th, and 
normalized over a baseline from 0 to 1 to highlight the highest 
transmittance peaks. To investigate the changes in protein secondary 
structure, we used Fourier transform deconvolution to resolve the 
amide I band in the range of 1,600–17,00 cm−1. We also quantified the 
starch content by detecting its characteristic peak at 875–1175 cm−1 
band, following the protocol of Yang et al. (2015).
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2.2.3. Flour production
An analytical knife mill, IKA A11 basic, Brazil, was used to 

produce flours. The flours were then sieved using an A.S.T.M.E.11 
sieve to achieve a particle size distribution between 180 and 125 μm. 
The flours were packed and stored under vacuum for 
subsequent characterization.

2.2.4. Gels production
Aqueous dispersions of each flour were prepared at a 

concentration of 12 g•100 mL−1. A sequential test involving a flow test 
and a pasting test (García-Parra et al., 2021; Ortiz-Gómez et al., 2022). 
An AR 1500 rheometer, TA Instruments, New Castle, United States, 
equipped with a pasting cell for starch analysis (SPC) were used.

2.2.5. Rheological measurements
The dynamic rheological properties of dough samples were 

analyzed using an DHR-2 Rheometer (TA instruments, New Castle, 
DE, United States) with a Peltier plate temperature-controlled system 
(T = 30°C) and a 25 mm diameter smooth parallel plate geometry. 
Approximately 3 g of dough was loaded onto the bottom plate and the 
top plate lowered to a gap of 5 mm. Excess dough was trimmed off and 
removed from the outer edge of the top plate geometry, and then the 
dough residue at the bottom plate of the rheometer was cleaned up. 
Aluminum ring was then added to the outer edge of the dough to 
prevent drying during measurement, and the dough was allowed to 
rest for a 2 min equilibration period. For each dough sample, a 
dynamic oscillatory strain sweep (0.001–100%) (Wang et al., 2023) 
was conducted at a constant frequency (5 Hz) to determine the linear 
viscoelasticity range a dynamic oscillatory frequency sweep (0.01–
100 Hz) was conducted at a constant strain amplitude (γ = 0.1%) 
within the linear viscoelastic regime.

2.3. Rheological models and model fitting

The power-law gel model proposed by Sun et al. (2020) was used 
to fit the storage modulus G’ (Pa) of flour samples from five quinoa 
cultivars. The Eq. (1) parameters showed how the climatic conditions 
influenced the quinoa gel strength.
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The storage modulus G’(ω) was modeled using the power-law gel 
model, which uses the constants S and n to represent the gel force and 
the exponent that characterizes the gel behavior, respectively. The 
gamma function for 1-n, denoted by Γ (1-n), was used in the model 
(Sun et al., 2022).

As a second modeling, the four-parameter Burgers model was 
used, since in previous research (Sun et  al., 2020) it managed to 
satisfactorily fit the frequency-dependent data in the linear viscoelastic 
region using Eq. (2).
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The parameter (n1/R1) represents the Maxwell spring’s immediate 
elastic response of the material. The parameter (n2/R2) represents the 
Kelvin-Voigt element’s delayed elastic response of the material. The 
parameter n1 (viscous) is a Maxwell model constant. The data from 
each measurement was fitted to the model using GraphPad prism 
version 6 software.

2.4. Statistical analysis

Analysis of variance (two-way-ANOVA) was determined by 
Graphpad version 6 software to determine differences in rheological 
model parameters for quinoa flour gels at 0 h and 24 h. The 
independent factors were altitude (temperate, cold and warm) and 
cultivars (Titicaca, Blanca real, Soracá, Pasankalla and Puno). The 
assumptions of normality and homogeneity were evaluated by the 
Shapiro–Wilk and Bartlett tests. The multiple analysis was compared 
with the Tukey HSD test with a level of significance p ≤ 0.05. 
Correlations were established between the quantitative variables 
using the Spearman’s correlation and were plotted using the corrplot 
library. A double-grouping analysis was performed by the Manhattan 
distance and cluster method by Ward with the gplots and 
RColorBrewer libraries. The data were analyzed in statistical software 
R version 3.6.1.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Approximate chemical composition 
and IR spectroscopy

The viscoelastic properties of polymers depend on the 
functional groups that are present in their molecular structure 
(Yang et al., 2021). These functional groups affect the intermolecular 
interactions, the degree of crosslinking, and the chain mobility of 
the polymers (Kontogiorgos, 2017; Ashfaq et al., 2020). As shown 
in Table 1, the protein content of quinoa grains varied according to 
the altitude gradient and the cultivar disruption. The starch content, 
however, was not influenced by this interaction. The altitude 
gradient is one of the main factors that affects the secondary 
structures of proteins and the starchy structures. The altitude 
gradient changes the transmittance of different functional groups, 
such as C=O; N-H; C-O-C and C-O, which can increase or decrease 
with the altitude. These functional groups are important for the 
formation and stability of the gel, as they form hydrogen bonds 
between the protein structures and with the water molecules around 
them (Shrestha et  al., 2023). In this paper, we  will present a 
multivariate analysis that explores how different functional groups 
influence the viscoelastic behavior of various polymer samples 
under different conditions.

3.2. The rheological properties

The storage module (G’) of some gels after 0 h and 24 h of 
storage is plotted against oscillation frequency in Figure 1. The gels 
showed elastic behavior, with G’ being higher than the viscous 
module (G”). Warm-climate cultivars have higher elastic component 
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of gels than cold and temperate ones. This means they are more 
shear-resistant. This may depend on how gel-forming substances 
react to temperature in different climates. The Titicaca cultivar gels 
have a low value of 100 Pa in this component, which means they are 
less deformation-resistant and more syneresis-prone (Yu et  al., 
2022). Contrarily, Puno gels at 0 and 24 h showed a high storage 
modulus (G ́), implying more resistance force (Shang et al., 2023), 
especially for those from warm climates. The gels of the Titicaca 
cultivar presented the same behavior (Figures 1E,F). The gels from 
the Puno and Titicaca cultivars showed high stability and elasticity, 
which are desirable properties for many industrial uses (Garcia-
Valle et al., 2021). This information is relevant for understanding 
the quality and functionality of quinoa gels and their potential 
applications in food products.

This study aimed to assess how gels from various growth and 
storage conditions behaved viscoelastically. To evaluate the elastic 
component as a function of frequency in the gels, dynamic oscillatory 
rheometry at small deformations was performed and the results were 
compared with rheological models that have been successfully used to 
describe the viscoelastic behavior of other kinds of flours (Sun et al., 
2020, 2022; Kumar et al., 2023). The models used were the power 
model (Eq. 1) and the Burgers model (Eq. 2). Both models fitted well 
to the experimental data and showed significant differences among the 
gels in terms of their elasticity and viscosity.

3.3. Modeling the viscoelastic behavior of 
quinoa gels by power-law

Using the power model, we can compare the properties of doughs 
with different strengths and relaxation times. These properties depend 
on factors such as crop type, altitudes, gel stability time and 
composition. Figure 2 shows the gel index (n) and gel strength (s) 
from the power model (R2 > 0.95). These values reflect the quality of 
the gels and their strength, relaxation, and thermomechanical 
behavior (Selaković et al., 2021). The power model can also describe 
the linear viscoelastic behavior of flour doughs with various 
formulations (Sun et  al., 2020, 2022). We  analyzed how the five 
cultivars, and the three climates affected the stability of the gels at 0 
and 24 h.

Figures 2A,B illustrates the influence of cultivar and altitude on 
the n index at 0 (A) and 24 (B) hours of rest, but they are not 
significant sources of variation. Figure 2A shows the variation of the 
gel index (n) with respect to cultivar and altitude at the beginning of 
gel formation and at zero hours. The gel index (n) indicates the 
relaxation time; gels with shorter relaxation time have a higher index 
(Sun et al., 2022). Thus, it was determined that between 0 and 0.1 
longer relaxation time, between 0.2 and 0.3 shorter relaxation time 
and the intermediate ones between 0.1 and 0.2. The figure shows that 
cultivar and altitude affect the gel index (N) of the samples 

TABLE 1 Proximal and spectroscopic characteristics of quinoa grains established in different altitudinal gradients.

Cultivar Protein
(%)

Carbohydrates
(%)

Amide I
C=O 

stretching
(stu)

Amide II
N—H bond 

bending 
(stu)

C-H stretching 
and C-O-C and 

C-O folding
(stu)

β-sheet-3 
(stu)

α-helix 
(stu)

β-
turn-3 
(stu)

Blanca real* 15,8 64,0 0,709 0.411 0.0013 0.49 0.65 0.63

Nariño* 14,5 68,0 0,706 0,413 0.0012 0.49 0.62 0.58

Pasankalla* 15 63,0 0,682 0,331 0.0023 0.60 0.79 0.89

Soracá* 14.6 70,0 0,822 0,558 0.0023 0.54 0.64 0.52

Puno* 15.6 60,0 0,675 0,374 0.0012 0.69 0.73 0.61

Titicaca* 16.6 62,0 0,634 0,224 0.0009 0.57 0.66 0.55

Blanca real+ 14.5 61,0 0,725 0,434 0.0016 0.44 0.62 0.67

Nariño+ 13 65,0 0,806 0,586 0.0016 0.56 0.54 0.66

Pasankalla+ 15.4 71,0 0,623 0,258 0.0028 0.43 0.67 0.77

Soracá+ 13 66,0 0,844 0,565 0.0025 0.47 0.62 0.69

Puno+ 15.7 57,3 0,676 0,391 0.0008 0.46 0.60 0.69

Titicaca+ 15 59,3 0,697 0,413 0.0011 0.53 0.74 0.77

Blanca real- 15.8 60,0 0,624 0,212 0.0021 0.39 0.68 0.75

Nariño- 13.5 63,0 0,756 0,492 0.0027 0.46 0.64 0.76

Pasankalla- 15.7 60,0 0,624 0,283 0.0030 0.41 0.66 0.71

Soracá- 12.4 66,0 0,852 0,612 0.0032 0.67 0.76 0.84

Puno- 14.5 56,0 0,755 0,437 0.0030 0.46 0.61 0.73

Titicaca- 12.8 58,0 0,665 0,297 0.0018 0.55 0.63 0.64

Altitudinal ** * ** ** ** ** ** **

Cultivar ** ** ** ** ** ** ** **

A/C ** NS ** ** ** ** ** **

Results are expressed as the mean (n = 3). Asterisks indicate significant differences between treatments (**p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001) by Tukey’s HSD test. Stu: Standardized transmittance 
units. (*) temperate cultivars, (+) cold cultivars, (−) warm cultivars (García-Parra et al., 2022a,b,c).
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significantly, as some cultivars relax faster than others at different 
altitudes. The rheological properties of quinoa-based gels depend on 
various factors, such as quinoa concentration, processing 
temperature, and cultivar type.

The climate affected the gels from different cultivars in various 
ways. For instance, Pasankalla gels relaxed faster in warm and cold 
climates, but slower in temperate ones. Soraca gels behaved similarly. 

Low index (n) gels were more elastic (G >́> > G ́́)́ and relaxed slower, 
while high index (n) gels were more viscous (G ́>G ́́́). These differences 
could relate to the composition and structure of quinoa proteins and 
starches, which varied by cultivar and environment. Kumar et  al. 
(2023), found similar results for doughs with millet flours.

Figure 2C illustrates how the index (n) changes with cultivar 
and altitude. Blanca real and Titicaca cultivars show a significant 

FIGURE 1

The storage moduli (G´, unfilled symbols) as a function of angular frequency (rad/s) for quinoa flour gel. The graphics (A,C,E) are showing the Burgers 
model fitting for the G´ of the gels. The graphics (B,D,F) are showing the Power-law model fitting for the G´ of the gels.
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interaction of these factors. They form harder gels in cooler 
climates and softer gels in warmer climates. This means that the 
temperature affects the structure and properties of the starch 
granules in these cultivars. Figures 2C,D displays the variation of 
the gel strength parameter with different seeding altitudes for the 
cultivar. For the Blanca Real cultivar., the results show that lower 
planting temperatures (cool climate) produce weaker gels, which 
could be  due to insufficient hydrogen bonding between the 
macromolecule chains (Fonseca et  al., 2021; Schafranski et  al., 
2021). This indicates that the seeding altitude influences the quality 
and stability of the gels made from this cultivar. The power model 
is a mathematical equation that connects gel strength to the 
concentration and molecular weight of the gel-forming agent. The 
gel strength parameter (S) is a measure of the strength of the 
network created by the particles present and the stored elastic 
energy, which differs by cultivar. The gel index of cultivars at 
different altitudes is important for making emulsions and foams 
because it affects the consistency and rheology of the emulsions 
and their applications (Fonseca et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2022; Kumar 
et al., 2023).

One possible explanation for the different behavior of the gels in 
different climates is the effect of temperature on the molecular 
structure. In temperate climates, the gelatin molecules may form a 
stable network that does not change much over time. In warm 

climates, however, the gelatin molecules may be more flexible and 
dynamic, allowing them to form stronger bonds with each other as 
time passes. This could result in a higher gel force and a more resilient 
gel texture.

The rheological parameters of the gels were analyzed 
statistically to assess the impact of time and cultivation on them. 
The viscoelasticity of the gels over time for various cultivation 
conditions and varieties is shown in Figure 3, which indicates that 
it was affected by all the factors and their interaction. A fixed factor 
model was used to obtain a final correlation between the 
viscoelasticity and the time and cultivation factors. Figures 3A,B 
show the n and S values for different temperate-climate cultivars. 
The gel index of Titicaca, Soracá and Pasankalla increased 
significantly after 24 h of gel resting. However, Pasankalla gel had 
more stability than Soracá gel, which decreased significantly in gel 
strength (Figure  3B). The results revealed that cold climate 
cultivars had lower gel strength and stability than warm climate 
cultivars after 24 h of rest. In Figures 3C,D (cold climates) the gels 
of Blanca Real and Titicaca cultivars lost strength after 24 h, while 
Puno cultivar gel was more stable at 24 h. A very significant effect 
is observed in the gels of warm climate cultivars especially 
Pasankalla, Titicaca, Blanca Real with an increase in gel strength 
and stability during the 24 h of rest. Starch retrogradation is a 
phenomenon that causes changes in the n and s parameters of gels. 

FIGURE 2

The gel index (n) at 0  h and 24  h (A,B) and the gel strength (s) at 0  h and 24  h (C,D) by Power-law model fitting.
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The presence of proteins and fibers in the gels can influence the 
retrogradation process (Roa-Acosta et al., 2020). The gel strength 
increased due to hydrogen-bonding interactions between starch 
and proteins-fibers. With less branching degree prevented starch 
from retrograding over time by blocking the reorganization of 
amylopectin and amylose double-helices during storage, through 
hydrogen-bonding interaction with starch (Yang et al., 2019; 
Fonseca et al., 2021; Yin et al., 2021; Yan et al., 2022).

3.4. Modeling the viscoelastic behavior of 
quinoa gels by burgers model

One of the important properties of polymeric materials is their 
relaxation time spectrum, which describes how they respond to small 
deformations over time. The relaxation time spectrum can be obtained 
from stress/strain data in the linear viscoelastic region, where the 
material behaves as a combination of elastic and viscous elements. 

FIGURE 3

Effect of cultivars and time on rheological parameters: gel index (n) (A,C,E) and the gel strength (B,D,F) by Power-law model fitting.
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Several theories have been developed to relate the relaxation time 
spectrum to different functions, such as the relaxation modulus, the 
creep compliance, or the storage and loss moduli (Ranalli et al., 2012; 
Sun et al., 2020). These functions can be used to model the viscoelastic 
behavior of polymeric materials under various loading conditions 
(Ranalli et  al., 2012). The four-parameter Burgers model can also 
be fitted to the frequency-dependent data in the linear viscoelastic 
region using Eq. (2) (Sun et al., 2020).

The Burgers model was used to analyze the frequency-dependent 
data obtained from an oscillatory frequency test in the linear 
viscoelastic region. The parameters of the Burgers model are given in 
Table 1. The parameter (1/R1) indicates the immediate elastic response 
of the material due to the Maxwell spring. The parameter (n2/R2) 
indicates the delayed elastic response of the material due to the Kelvin-
Voigt element. The parameter n1 (viscous) is a constant from the 
Maxwell model (Sanz et al., 2023).

The elastic behavior of quinoa gels, measured by the R2 component 
of Maxwell’s model, shows how well they withstand deformation 
under applied force. Table  2 shows that climate variation did not 
change the elasticity (R2) of Pasankalla gels significantly. These gels 
remained elastic under constant stress. The gels from Blanca Real and 
Soraca cultivars had higher elasticity and firmness than those from 
Pasankalla. This could be  linked to the protein structure (mainly 
β-sheet) of these gels, which can form stable hydrogen bonds with 
themselves and with water molecules (Sun et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2022; 
Kumar et  al., 2023). However, the gels from Puno and Titicaca 
cultivars lost these properties when grown at low temperatures 
(Figures 4A–C).

The degree of cross-linking and rigidity of the starch network in 
the gels is related to the elasticity (Song and Zheng, 2007; Bockstaele 
et al., 2011). Most gels from warm climates had high elasticity values 
(Figures 4D–F). However, climates affected cultivars differently. For 
example, Soraca gels from warm, temperate climates had lower R2 
values after 24 h, while cold climates increased R2 values. The opposite 

was true for Blanca Real, Pasankalla, and Titica gels. Puno gels were 
slightly affected. These results suggest that quinoa starch molecular 
structure and interactions depend on the climate of origin, which 
affects its gelation properties (Figures 5–7).

3.5. Multivariate analysis

Quinoa cultivars evaluated under cold weather conditions were 
grouped and compared according to their viscoelastic and structural 
characteristics. In this sense, the cultivars were divided into two 
groups according to the Heatmap. The first group is made up of the 
Soraca cultivar., while the second group are the Blanca Real, Titicaca, 
Pasankalla, and Puno cultivars. The variables were divided into two 
groups, the first consisting of S0, S1, ratio 1047/996, amide I and 
II. While the second group by the remaining variables.

The Soracá cultivar presented the largest values for these variables, 
which marked the difference with respect to the other cultivars, while 
the low values were obtained for the secondary protein structures such 
as ß-Turns-3 and α-helix. As well as, for gel indices in initial and final 
time, which measure the strength and stability of the gel network. 
These structures are related to the gel formation and texture of 
products. In addition, it was possible to identify that the variable of 
greatest variation between cultivars is the gel index at 0 h, being the 
cultivar Titicaca the most related. According to the correlation matrix, 
two characteristic behaviors were identified among the variables. 
There is a negative correlation between n and S parameters at 24 h. A 
negative correlation was identified between the S parameter at 0 h and 
the ß-Turns-3 and α-helix structures of the protein.

The results showed that under temperate climate conditions, the 
cultivars Puno and Blanca Real had similar viscoelastic and structural 
characteristics, while Soracá had the most distinctive features. The 
correlation analysis revealed two main groups of variables, one 
composed of the flow index at time and, ß-Turns-3, α-helix and 

TABLE 2 Effect of cultivars and altitude on rheological parameters at 0  h by Burgers model fitting.

Cultivars n1 R1 R2 n2 R-adjust

Blanca real (*) 2033 ± 103b 113 ± 7d,e 109 ± 5e,f 72 ± 4c 0,927

Pasankalla (*) 209 ± 9g,h 75 ± 3f,g 22 ± 1h 0,56 ± 0,01e 0,849

Puno (*) 347 ± 19f,g 145 ± 7c,d 121 ± 7e 5,4 ± 0,3e 0,926

Soraca (*) 1,563 ± 75c 272 ± 11a 226 ± 12c 9,4 ± 0,4e 0,924

Titicaca (*) 635 ± 31e,f 91 ± 5e,f 121 ± 6e 36 ± 2d 0,960

Blanca real (+) 2,165 ± 109b 123 ± 6d,e 135 ± 6e 75 ± 4c 0,920

Pasankalla (+) 211 ± 11g,h 54 ± 2g 68 ± 5g 11,7 ± 0,2b 0,927

Puno (+) 370 ± 15 f,g 105 ± 7e,f 121 ± 5e 12,7 ± 0,4e 0,932

Soraca (+) 1,044 ± 51d 171 ± 9c 269 ± 10b 37,7 ± 0,9d 0,929

Titicaca (+) 196 ± 9g,h 76 ± 5f,g 79 ± 4f,g 5,6 ± 0,3e 0,915

Blanca real (−) 4,345 ± 210a 169 ± 9c 173 ± 8d 201 ± 10a 0,995

Pasankalla (−) 6,9 ± 0,5h 284 ± 12a 5,3 ± 0,3h 0,75 ± 0,01e 0,996

Puno (−) 327 ± 16g 265 ± 14a 328 ± 16a 118 ± 6b 0,945

Soraca (−) 1725 ± 81c 207 ± 11b 362 ± 21a 75 ± 4c 0,965

Titicaca (−) 763 ± 40d,e 115 ± 6d,e 118 ± 7e 35 ± 1d 0,984

Spring (elastic) constants from the Maxwell (R1) and Kelvin-Voigt (R2) model, and dashpot (viscous) constants from the Maxwell model (n1, n2) were derived according to Eq.(2). To evaluate 
the effect of variables, same letter are not significantly different (p < 0.05). *temperate cultivars, + cold cultivars, − warm cultivars.
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ß-Sheet-3 structures. The two groups are composed of the other 
variables. The gel strength at 24 h was the variable that most 
differentiated the cultivars, with Soracá having the highest value and 
Titicaca having the lowest. The correlation matrix indicated that the 
flow index at 0 h was negatively correlated with the variables related 
to carbohydrates, while the gel strength at 0 h had a slightly negative 
correlation with some variables related to the protein secondary 
structure. This correlation became stronger after 24 h, suggesting that 
the hydration process affected the protein-carbohydrate interactions 
in the grains.

The results showed that the weather conditions had a significant 
effect on the properties of the quinoa grains. Thus, under warm 
weather conditions the cultivars Titicaca and Blanca Real showed 

greater similarity in relation to the attributes evaluated while the 
cultivar Soracá remained the one with the greatest difference in 
viscoelastic and structural terms. In this context, the variables were 
divided into two groups, the first consisting of gel strength, the flow 
index at 0 h, and the starches characteristics evaluated, while the 
other group was made up of the remaining variables. In this sense, 
the strength of the gel at 24 h remained the variables that determine 
the discrimination among the cultivars, so according to the 
correlation matrix, while a negative correlation with all the variables 
except for the 996 cm-1/1014 cm-1 ratio and the gel strength at time 
0 h. However, the latter variable showed a significantly positive 
correlation with all variables unlike carbohydrate content and flow 
index at 0 h.

FIGURE 4

Effect of cultivars and time on rheological parameters: gel index (n) (A–C) and the gel strength (D–F) by Burgers model fitting.
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4. Conclusion

This study shows that quinoa grains can adapt their protein, 
carbohydrate and lipid content and structure to different 
environmental conditions, which affect their potential uses in the 
food industry. Choosing the right cultivars and growth conditions is 
important for the primary production cycle. The secondary structure 
of proteins and starch, as shown by FT-IR deconvolution, can help to 
distinguish the composition of quinoa grains, but they are also 
influenced by the environmental factors. The peaks related to β-sheet, 
α-helix and β-turns in proteins and the bands corresponding to 
crystalline and amorphous structures in starch changed significantly 

among the treatments. However, the 1,075 cm−1 band was stable 
across all treatments and could be used as a quality indicator for 
quinoa products. The viscoelastic behavior of gels depends on the 
structural conformation of their components, such as proteins and 
starch. These components give rigidity and elasticity to the gels. The 
structural conformation can vary depending on the environmental 
conditions and the phenotypic characteristics of the components. 
We  performed oscillatory tests on different samples of gels and 
modeled them using the power gamma function and the Burger 
function. These functions represent the elastic and viscous modules 
of the gels, respectively. We also evaluated the relaxation properties 
of the gels by using oscillatory tests.

FIGURE 5

Multivariate analysis cold climate.

FIGURE 6

Multivariate analysis temperate climate.
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